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3) Large scale platforms (future)2) Small scale platforms (on-going)

Goal: Build a collaborative and inexpensive 

network of mobile sensing platforms for 

developing cooperative navigation and 

sensing algorithms.

Currently testing: Mapping soil magnetic 

signatures

• Rover to rover communication

• Real-time obstacle avoidance

• Heuristic navigation

• Magnetic mapping

Collaborative Navigation and Mapping: The D* lite 

path finding algorithm.

• Rovers sense obstacles using IR proximity 

sensors.

• Magnetometer measures the magnetic field 

intensity and outputs it as a corresponding 

frequency.

• Obstacles and sensor readings are appended to 

the map of each rover. 

• Obstacles and sensor readings are transmitted to 

the other rover for updating it’s map.

• Transmission is done using XBee modules.

• Raspberry Pi sends direction commands to the 

microcontroller, updates the map by input from 

the microcontroller, and logs the data.

1) Model

B . Soft war e St r uct ur e

For each robot physical model there is a corresponding cont roller program (Figure 3). This is programmed

in C and includes several Webots libraries along with the standard C libraries. The cont roller program

init ializes the robots, sensors, and motors. Cont rol loops then read various sensor data, cont rol the output

to the wheels, and transmit packets between robots.

F igur e 3. Funct i onal d iagr am of t he W eb ot s sim u lat i on .

Below is the pseudocode for each robot ’s controller program. During each iterat ion of the controller ’s

main loop, several act ions occur. First the robot checks the receiver device bu↵er to obtain any incoming

packets. If there are packets wait ing, then the cont roller decodes and stores the contents. Based on the

received message, the cont roller can take act ion, such as forwarding the packet to the next node or carrying

out a command (ex. turn left ). Packets have a well-defined st ructure, as shown in Figure 4.

i ncl ude C and Webot s l i br ar i es

mai n

i ni t i al i ze r obot , devi ces, var i abl es

l oop

i f r ecei ved packet

r ead and st or e packet

deci de act i on

do act i on

cr eat e packet

t r ansmi t packet t o next hop

comput e mot or speeds

set mot or speeds

end l oop

end mai n

An omnipresent program called the supervisor can also be programmed to cont rol every facet of the

system. It is up to the programmer how much cont rol the supervisor is given. In this simulat ion the

supervisor took no role, since a goal of this system was to have mult iple robots operat ing in a long-distance

network, without a shared connect ion to a master node.
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the hardware used for a real-world implementat ion. Sect ion 4 discusses and interprets the results of the

simulat ion and implementat ion. Sect ion 5 concludes with insights based on the results.

F igur e 1. T he queue: a sim p l ifi ed ad-hoc const el lat i on .

I I . M odel

For 3D CAD and simulat ion, Webots was chosen for its integrated design environment , relat ively small

learning curve, and rapid prototyping. Webots allows for quick development of robots, from physical design

to cont rol software.

A . Physical M odel

Since this research focuses on the wireless communicat ion between the robots, rather than the physical robots

themselves, a simplified CAD was developed to sat isfy only the key components of the system. The robot

body is a cylinder 8 cent imeters tall and 9 cent imeters in diameter, with the flat sides parallel to the ground

plane. A pair of di↵erent ial wheels 5 cent imeters in diameter are mounted on the sides of the body. On the

flat top of the body are two radio antennas (one for t ransmit , one for receive). These combined elements

result in a stable robot with the features needed for a wireless communicat ion simulat ion. The 3D mock-up

of the robots can be seen in Figure 2. The simulat ion environment contains three robots: one Coordinator,

one Router, and one End Device.

F igur e 2. T he r ob ot 3D design .

There is also a physical environment in which the robots operate, called a world. A flat checkerboard

plane, approximately 26 meters by 13 meters, represents the ground. Various solids sit t ing on this plane

represent obstacles in the world, which can hinder both mobility and wireless communicat ion.
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simplified ad-hoc 

constellation 

simulation

Functional diagram 

• Simulate multiple robots operating in a 

mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) 

• Gain insight about the software tool's 

limitations and its relevance for real-

world hardware

• CAD models capture the key 

components of the system:  cylindrical 

body, differential wheels, transceiver, and 

GPS.

Early simulations 

implement 3 robot 

roles:  Coordinator, 

Router, and End 

Device.  This follows 

standard ZigBee

network protocol.

The control software 

is written in C. 

The functional 

diagram represents 

the overall system.

Deploy the mobile sensing technology on 

two mini All Terrain Vehicles (ATV) as part 

of on going collaborations with NASA 

Ames and the U.S. Geological Survey 

(USGS). The research environment is 

expected to be on large flat empty dry lake 

beds. These areas are ideal area for 

autonomous testing of sensor collaborative 

technologies as Areas of Interest can be 

10's of square miles.

The USGS utilizes Geometrics cesium 

vapor magnetometers for geophysical 

research on magnetic anomalies. These 

highly sensitive magnetometers measure 

the geomagnetic field to nanotesla (10-5

Gauss) levels. Integrating these 

magnetometers into our mobile sensing 

platform, we hope to develop collaborative 

system mapping algorithms that will 

enable efficient surveying of large areas 

with autonomous vehicles.

Now

Future


